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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning Mr. Chairman, members of the Board, and public, we’d like to thank you for this opportunity to discuss salmon escapement goals.This presentation is a summary of the departmental Upper Copper River and PWS management areas escapement goal review conducted for this board cycle.My name is James Savereide.  I am the Regional Research Coordinator for the Division of Sport Fish in the Interior Region.  With me are Jack Erikson, the Regional Research Coordinator for the Division of Commercial Fisheries in Southcentral, Stormy Haught  the PWS Area Research Biologist for the Division of Commercial Fisheries in Cordova and Tim McKinley, the Regional Research Coordinator for the Division of Sport Fish in Southcentral. This past year, we led an interdivisional team of staff from ADF&G in a review of salmon escapement goals for this area, and presented recommendations for these goals to the directors of sport and commercial fisheries. This presentation summarizes these goals, the review, and the recommendations.  Hard copies of this presentation are available as RC 3,  Tab 1.  Additionally, the full written report of the escapement goal review, with detailed methods and recommendations, is available as RC 3,  Tab 7.  I’ll refer back to this tab again in a minute.



Presentation Objectives 

• Introduce escapement goal policies 

• Explain review process 

• Review existing escapement goals  

• Describe general methods 

• Highlight the key points 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our objectives here today are to:Reference the escapement goal policies upon which the review was builtDescribe the formation and approach of the committeeReview each of the existing escapement goalsDescribe the general methods and results for all goals with additional details for those with recommended changesFinally, summarize the recommendations from the committee to the Board of FishI’ll point out now that a full list of the goals is available in RC 3, Color Tab  7; you’ll find them listed in Table 1of that document on page 20.  The final recommendations from the team are shown in the right hand column of the table.  



Escapement Goal Policies 

Policy for the Management of Sustainable Salmon 
Fisheries (SSFP; 5 AAC 39.222)  

 
Policy for Statewide Salmon Escapement Goals (5 

AAC 39.223) 
 

• Adopted to ensure salmon stocks are 
conserved, managed, and developed using the 
sustained yield principle 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The escapement goal review was based on the Policy for the Management of sustainable salmon fisheries and the Policy for Statewide salmon escapement goals. These policies were enacted to ensure the sustainability of all salmon stocks Escapement goals in the Upper Copper River and PWSMA Management areas have gone through 6 escapement goal reviews since 2002. [CLICK]



Two Important Terms Defined in the SSFP:   
1) Biological Escapement Goal (BEG): 

a) Escapement that provides the greatest potential for 
maximum sustained yield – expressed as a range 
based on productivity and data uncertainty 

2) Sustainable Escapement Goal (SEG): 

b) Escapement that is known to provide for sustained 
yield over a 5 to 10 year period – accounts for data 
uncertainty 

3) BEGs = ranges; SEGs = range or lower bound 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two important terms found within the Sustainable Salmon Fisheries Policy: [CLICK]The first is a Biological Escapement Goal, or BEG, and the second is a Sustainable Escapement Goal , or SEG, A BEG is a range of escapement that provides the greatest potential for maximum sustained yield and its based on factors such as salmon productivity and data uncertainty  [CLICK]A SEG refers to a level of escapement, indicated by an index or an escapement estimate, that is known to provide for sustained yield over a 5 to 10 year period, it’s used in situations where a BEG cannot be estimated or managed for. It also takes into account data uncertainty and can be stated as either range or lower bound SEG [CLICK]It’s important to note that BEGs should be thought of as ranges, with an upper and a lower value, whereas SEGs can just have a lower bound, with a single escapement level that we attempt to exceed



 Approach and Process for Review Team  

• Three-year interval, review available information for stocks 
 

• Determine appropriate goal type, methods, and analysis 
 

• Perform analysis, assess goal range, review by team 
 

• Develop report for directors of divisions of Commercial 
Fisheries and Sport Fish 
 

• Report presented to BOF; Post-meeting memo signed by 
directors 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, I’ll summarize the Escapement Goal Review process that occurs in cycle with the Board of Fisheries meeting schedule. The process has several key steps: [CLICK]First, the committee forms every three years to review stocks and identify which have stocks have enough data since the last review to warrant further analysis; Included in this is a discussion of what stocks may warrant new goals, and which existing goals may warrant discontinuing. [CLICK]Next, the committee determines the appropriate analytical methods and performs an analysis, which is reviewed by the committee before making initial goal recommendations; the results of this review are presented at the work session as escapement goal and stock of concern memos. [CLICK]Next, the committee develops written recommendations and presents them to the division directors in the form of an escapement goal report[CLICK]Finally, these are presented to the board, then approved afterwards in a memo signed by the directors of the divisions of commercial fisheries and sport fish.  Any new goals go into effect for the next salmon run, which would be 2018 in our case. [CLICK]



Existing PWSMA Salmon Escapement Goals 
Chinook Salmon:  1 stock 

Copper River 
 
Chum Salmon:  5 stocks 

Coghill, Eastern, Northern, Northwestern, Southeastern 
districts 

 
Coho Salmon:  2 stocks 

Bering River, Copper River Delta 
 
Pink Salmon: 16 stocks (even- and odd-year brood lines) Coghill, 
Eastern, Eshamy, Montague, Northern/Unakwik,                 
Northwestern, Southeastern, Southwestern 

 
Sockeye Salmon:  5 stocks 

Upper Copper River, Copper River Delta, Bering River, and 
 Coghill Lake, and Eshamy Lake 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently there  is 1 Chinook, 5 chum, 2 coho, 16 pink, and 5 sockeye salmon stocks  in the Upper Copper River and Prince William Sound Management Areas with escapement goals. [CLICK]
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Chinook Salmon – Copper 
River 
 

• Current LB SEG: 24,000 
• Recommended SEG:18,500 - 

33,000  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will look at each stock with an escapement goal and any recommended changes.Copper River Chinook salmon  - The current lower bound SEG of 24,000 or more spawners was implemented in 2003 and has been reviewed every board cycle since. The escapement goal was originally established with very few direct estimates of escapement, and was set as a lower bound SEG to keep escapements near the historical average. Since 1999, mark-recapture techniques have been used to estimate inriver abundance and total drainage escapement is calculated by subtracting inriver harvest. There are 18 escapement estimates available from the mark-recapture program and these estimates exhibit low contrast (4.7), which provides limited information for determining a BEG. 
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Chinook Salmon – 
Copper River 
 

• Current LB SEG: 24,000 
• Recommended SEG:    

18,500 - 33,000  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this review a state-space model that simultaneously reconstructs total runs and fits a spawner-recruit model to estimate total brood-year return and escapement of Copper River Chinook salmon from 1980–2016 was completed to assess the productivity of the stock over numerous environmental regimes, management strategies, and catchability scenarios and determine the escapement level that would lead to the highest sustainable yields. The estimated median SMSY from the state-space model was 18,595 fish. This slide shows the optimal yield, overfishing, and recruitment profile and the recommended escapement goal range (shaded red area). The y axis is the probability of achieving optimum yield, overfishing, and recruitment and the x axis is the number of spawners. The 3 individual lines represent the probability of achieving 70, 80, and 90% of yield, overfishing, and recruitment. So, for example, this point at an escapement of 18,500 there is an 82% probability of achieving 90% of MSY. As you can see, the probability of maximizing the yield and recruitment from this stock increases as you approach the median estimate of MSY. In addition, the probability of overfishing decreases as you approach the recommended escapement goal range. Based on these profiles derived from this analysis a range of 18,500 to 33,000 Chinook salmon would provide a high probability for sustained yields and a low probability of overfishing.  
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Chinook Salmon – Gulkana 
River 
 

• No EG established  
• No EG recommended  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The committee also reviewed Chinook salmon escapement data from the Gulkana River for consideration of an escapement goal. Escapements have been monitored in this system since 2002 with a counting tower project in the upper river and have ranged from 1,620 to 6,290 Chinook salmon. The relationship between escapement above the counting tower and total run is relatively strong but the time series of data is relatively short and the proportion of salmon escapement enumerated at the tower has varied from 45–86%. The committee recommends continued monitoring of the system until a sufficient time series of data is available to better understand how well the tower count indexes Gulkana River escapement and Copper River total run.Now I'm going to pass the presentation to Stormy Haught so he can discuss the chum, pink, coho, and sockeye salmon stocks with escapement goals. 
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Chum Salmon 
Recommend changing SEGs for all districts: 
 

• Change in assessment methodology:  Reduced set of aerial index 
streams 
 

• Include only streams with 3 or more surveys per year  
 
• Review of annual harvest rate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The committee recommends changes to all PWS chum salmon goals. Escapement goals for chum and pink salmon are currently based on counts from aerial surveys dating back to the 1960s. Streams are flown multiple times each year with escapement indexed using area-under-the-curve calculations adjusted for an estimate of stream life In 2005, all 5 escapement goals for PWS chum salmon were changed from SEG ranges to lower bound SEGs because they were thought to be harvested incidentally in the directed pink salmon fishery and their escapements could not be effectively managed to fall within a range (Evenson et al. 2008). Re-analysis of District-specific escapement goals for this review were prompted by 3 factors: 1)Changing assessment methodology – We’ve had a reduction in the overall number of aerial index streams flown throughout PWS due to departmental budget cuts.2)reassessment of the methods used to calculate annual stream escapements to only include streams with 3 or more surveys per year, which resulted in substantially lower estimates for some districts during some years; and. 3) review of the estimated annual harvest rate of wild chum salmon.PWS Pink salmon are also surveyed with this program and all these details also apply to PWS odd and even year pink salmon stocks
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Chum Salmon 
 

• Number of aerial survey index streams reduced due to budget shortfalls  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some brief details on changes made to the aerial survey program; Aerial surveys were flown on over 200 Index streams from 1989-2014 and from 1991-2014 ,214 index streams were flown consistently. In 2015 the number of aerial index streams was reduced due to budget reductions. 
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Chum Salmon  
• Index streams removed using 2% rule: Streams with less than 2% of district 

escapement for both chum and pink salmon were dropped  
• 80 streams eliminated from aerial survey program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Index streams were removed using a 2% rule, where streams with less than 2% of district escapement for BOTH chum and pink salmon were dropped from the set of 214 index streams.This resulted in 80 streams being removed from the aerial survey program in 2015.
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Chum Salmon 
• 134 index streams flown 2015-present 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The updated set of aerial index streams contains 134 streams.Because of this program reduction, reassessment of historical escapements using only the 134 current index streams was warranted.
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Chum Salmon 
 
• Low estimate of harvest rate= ~36% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current LB SEGs for PWS chum salmon were adopted in 2006 using risk analysis. Upon reassement of harvest rate for wild PWS chum salmon, the committee agreed the application of the updated 3-Tier percentile method was warranted. Low and high estimates of harvest rate for chum salmon are shown in this plot. Greyed years were excluded from this analysis due to insufficient survey coverage. For the period 1980–2015, during which the number of aerial surveys were relatively consistent, low and high estimates of harvest of wild chum salmon in PWS averaged 36% and 56%, respectively. When considering which percentiles to choose for chum salmon escapement goals, we placed more weight on the low estimates of harvest rates during the past 10 brood year returns. Results from the study by Fried et al. (1998) suggest that “true” escapement is more closely approximated by expanding adjusted-Area under the curve for both observer efficiency and the proportion of overall PWS escapement represented by the aerial index streams; these expansions are the basis for the low estimates of harvest rate. 
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Eastern District 
 Current LB SEG: > 50,000 
 Recommended: > 79,000 

 

Northern District  
 Current LB SEG: > 20,000 
 Recommended: > 28,000 
 

Coghill District   
 Current LB SEG: > 8,000 
 Recommended: > 10,000 

Northwestern District  
 Current LB SEG: > 5,000 
 Recommended: > 7,000 

 

Southeastern District 
 Current LB SEG: > 8,000 
 Recommended: > 11,000 

Chum Salmon 
 

• Tier-1: 20th and 60th percentiles (high contrast, high measurement error)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on recommendations from Clark et al. (2014) for escapements with high measurement error, such as those assessed using aerial surveys, we classified all PWS chum salmon escapement goals as “Tier 1” and used the 20th and 60th percentiles for all districts. The decision to use Tier 1 percentiles was also supported by contrast in escapements being classified as “high” (>8) for all but the Northern District, for which contrast was approximately 7.6. Due to high measurement error, lack of evidence that maximum yield can be easily attained given the complicated nature of management in this mixed-stock fishery, and lack of evidence that larger escapements have reduced productivity, we recommend that all PWS chum salmon goals be lower bound SEGs at the 20th percentiles. A run reconstruction using Bayesian methods could be employed to estimate district escapements for years that were excluded from the present analysis. Also, in light of the relatively high rate of harvest for wild chum salmon in PWS, we suggest that other approaches for choosing escapement targets—including yield and spawner-recruitment analyses—be considered in the future.
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Coho salmon – No change 
Copper River Delta  
 SEG: 32,000 – 67,000 
Bering River District 
 SEG:13,000 – 33,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copper River Delta and Bering River District Coho salmon - Both goals were adopted in 2003 and were developed using the Tier-4 percentile approach. For this review these data sets were updated through 2016 and the committee determined escapements observed in the past 3 years for both stocks provided no new information to warrant re-evaluation of current escapement goals. The committee recommends the the SEG of 32,000–67,000 spawners for Copper River Delta coho salmon and the SEG of 13,000–33,000 spawners for Bering River District remain unchanged.
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Pink Salmon 
Recommend changing SEGs for all districts both even- and odd-year broodlines 
• Change in assessment methodology: 214 to 134 index streams 
• Large recent odd-year broodline returns 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PWS pink salmon - Existing even- and odd-year pink salmon district-specific escapement goals were implemented in 2012. Prior to 2012, PWSMA had area-wide escapement goals for the even- and odd-year runs. These goals were converted to district-specific goals in 2011 because management is by district and not by overall returns to the sound.  This plot shows the estimated total run of PWS wild pink salmon from 1960-2017   The escapement goal review committee recommends changes be made to all existing escapement goals for PWS pink salmonSimilar to PWS chum salmon, the escapement goal committee recommended a reevaluation of even- and odd-year pink salmon goals due to the changing assessment methodology (reduction of aerial surveys streams in 2015)All existing pink salmon goals were developed using the 4-tier percentile approach and were re-evaluated using the updated 3-tier approach.
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Pink salmon: even-year broodline 
 

• Low estimate of harvest rate = ~39%(1996–2014).  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High and low estimates of harvest rate for even-year pink salmon are show in this plot. Greyed years were excluded from this analysis due to insufficient survey coverage. Average low and high harvest rates for even-year pink salmon decreased to 39% and 63% respectively during the past 10 even years (1996–2014). Again, similar to chum salmon. When considering which percentiles to apply for pink salmon escapement goals, we placed more weight on the low estimates of harvest rates during the past 10 brood year returns. 
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Pink salmon: even-year broodline 
 

• Tier-1: 20th and 60th percentiles (high contrast, high measurement error)  
 

Eastern District  
 Current SEG: 250,000 – 580,000                     

Recommended: 203,000 – 328,000 
 

Northern/Unakwik districts  
 Current SEG:140,000 – 210,000 
 Recommended: 96,000 – 127,000 
 

Coghill District  
 Current SEG: 60,000 – 150,000 
 Recommended: 37,000 – 110,000 
 

Northwestern District  
 Current SEG: 70,000 – 140,000 
 Recommended: 52,000 – 93,000 
 

Eshamy District  
 Current SEG: 3,000 – 11,000 
 Recommended: 1,000 – 4,000 
 

Southwestern District 
 Current SEG: 70,000 – 160,000 
 Recommended: 62,000 – 105,000 
 

Montague District  
 Current SEG: 50,000 – 140,000 
 Recommended: 36,000 – 72,000 
 

Southeastern District  
 Current SEG: 150,000 – 310,000 
 Recommended: 88,000 – 153,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the even year pink salmon stock, given the lower harvest rate during the most recent 10 even brood years, relatively high contrast, and uncertainty in the aerial survey estimates, we recommend a Tier 1 category for even brood year wild pink salmon and SEG with a lower bound at the 20th percentile and an upper bound at the 60th percentile.Note that recommended goals are lower than current goals for even year stocks 
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Pink salmon: odd-year broodline 
 

• High contrast, high measurement error,  
• Low estimate of harvest rate = ~44%(1997-2015). 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High and low estimates of harvest rate for odd-year pink salmon are shown in this plot. Greyed years were excluded from this analysis due to insufficient survey coverage. Low and high estimates of harvest rates averaged 44% and 67% during the past 10 odd-years (1997–2015).Again, when considering which percentiles to apply for pink salmon escapement goals, we placed more weight on the low estimates of harvest rates during the past 10 brood year returns. For the odd broodline of pink salmon in PWS, none of the average estimates of harvest rate were below 40%. 
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Eastern District 
 Current SEG: 310,000 – 640,000                     

Recommended: 346,000 – 863,000 
 

Northern/Unakwik districts 
 Current SEG: 90,000 – 180,000 
 Recommended: 111,000 – 208,000 
 

Coghill District  
 Current SEG: 60,000 – 250,000 
 Recommended: 54,000 – 233,000 
 

Northwestern District 
 Current SEG: 50,000 – 110,000 
 Recommended: 64,000 – 144,000 

Eshamy District 
 Current SEG: 4,000 – 11,000 
 Recommended: 5,000 – 31,000 
 

Southwestern District 
 Current SEG: 70,000 – 190,000 
 Recommended: 112,000 – 231,000 
 

Montague District 
 Current SEG: 140,000 – 280,000 
 Recommended: 143,000 – 330,000 
 

Southeastern District 
 Current SEG: 270,000 – 620,000 
 Recommended: 286,000 – 515,000 

 

Pink salmon: odd-year broodline 
 

• 25th and 75th percentiles (suggested in Clark et al. 2014) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the percentile method is not recommended for stocks with harvest rates over 40% Clark et al. (2014), suggest that when applying the percentile method to stocks with harvest rates over 40% the lower bound be set no lower than the 25th percentile to avoid potential overfishing and the upper bound be set at the 75th percentile or greater, regardless of the level of measurement error.  we recommend an SEG with a lower bound at the 25th percentile and an upper bound at the 75th percentile for the odd broodline of PWS pink salmon.As is the case for PWS chum salmon, a run reconstruction using Bayesian methods could be employed to estimate district escapements for years that were excluded from the present pink salmon analysis. Also, in light of the relatively high rate of harvest for both even and odd stocks of wild pink salmon in PWS, we suggest that other approaches for choosing escapement targets—including yield and spawner-recruitment analyses—be considered in the future.Note that with the exception of the Coghill District recommended goals are higher than current goals for odd-year pink salmon stocks.
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Sockeye salmon – No change 
 

Upper Copper River  
 SEG: 360,000 – 750,000 
 
Copper River Delta  
 SEG: 55,000 – 130,000 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The committee recommends no changes to the 5 sockeye salmon EGs in the PWS/CR Area.The current SEGs for the Upper Copper River (UCR) and Copper River Delta (CRD) stocks were established using the 4-tier percentile approach; Because harvest rates on these stocks average >40% and contrast in escapement data sets were low (<4), it was determined in the 2014 review that the percentile approach was not appropriate to use.  A thorough analysis using both a Markov yield table and a Bayesian Ricker stock-recruitment model was completed in 2014. UCR and CRD stocks were combined for these analyses because there is no way to allocate the commercial harvest by stock. The results showed that good yields were being produced from escapements in the current SEG ranges.The committee recommends the SEG of 360,000–750,000 for the UCR stock and 55,000 -130,000 for the CRD stock remain unchanged.
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Sockeye salmon – No change 
 

Bering River District  
 SEG:15,000 – 33,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal for Bering River District sockeye salmon was adopted in 2003 and was developed from peak aerial surveys using the Tier-4 percentile approach. For this review the data set was updated through 2016 . The committee determined that escapements observed in the past 3 years provided no new information to warrant re-evaluation of the current SEG. The committee recommends the SEG of 15,000–33,000 spawners for the Bering River District remain unchanged.
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Sockeye salmon – No change 
 

Coghill Lake  
 SEG: 20,000 – 60,000 
Eshamy Lake  
 BEG:13,000 – 28,000 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current Coghill Lake sockeye salmon SEG of 20,000 – 60,000 was adopted in 2012 after extensive analyses that included comparisons of yield from the Ricker and Beverton-Holt models (Fair et al. 2011). For this escapement goal review, we updated escapement and return data through 2016 and reanalyzed the Ricker spawner-recruitment relationship in a Bayesian framework.Given that the parameters of the Ricker model have not changed appreciably since the last review in 2011, the committee recommends the SEG of 20,000–60,000 spawners for Coghill Lake remain unchanged. The committee also recommends that this stock be given a thorough reassessment during the next review to evaluate the possible influence of recent large escapements of sockeye salmon to Coghill Lake in 2011 and 2012 and large returns of pink salmon to PWS in 2013 and 2015.The current Eshamy Lake BEG of 13,000-28,000 was established in 2008 (Fair et al. 2008) and was derived from the Ricker spawner-recruitment model. The Eshamy River weir, operated since the 1930’s, was discontinued in 2012 due to budget reductions. Since 2013, a video weir system has been installed, but has only enumerated a portion of the escapement believed to enter Eshamy Lake. Thus, there is no additional escapement data to consider for the current review. The committee recommends the BEG of 13,000–28,000 spawners for Eshamy Lake remain unchanged.



Questions? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for you attention, At this time James, Jack and myself will take your questions relating to the escapement goal analyses and recommendations.
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